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Meet Your FacilitatorMeet Your Facilitator

Director of Strategic Partnerships and 
Client Relations

Martha Compton

Martha consults and trains nationally on Title IX and 
student conduct and has previously served as a 
technical trainer for Department of Justice VAWA 
campus grantees. Martha is a former President of the 
Association for Student Conduct Administration, has 
been a faculty member for ASCA’s Gehring Academy, 
and was part of the core team that developed ASCA’s 
Sexual  Misconduct Institute. A student conduct 
professional for over 20 years, Martha is also a former 
dean of students and has extensive experience in 
residence life, behavior intervention, 
emergency services, orientation, leadership, and 
working with student organizations.
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Vision Mission Core Values
We exist to help create 
safe and equitable work 
and educational 
environments.

Bring systemic change 
to how school districts 
and institutions of 
higher education 
address their Clery Act & 
Title IX obligations.

• Responsive Partnership

• Innovation

• Accountability

• Transformation

• Integrity

About Us
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Agenda

Title IX Requirements for 
Hearings

Process Participants

Pre-Hearing Tasks

The Hearing

After The Hearing

Practical Application
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Title IX Requirements 
For Hearings
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Title IX of the Education Amendments Act of 1972
"No person in the United States shall, on the basis of sex, be excluded from participation 
in, be denied the benefits of, or be subjected to discrimination under any education 
program or activity receiving Federal financial assistance.”Gprogram or activity receiving Federal financial assistance.”Gprogram or activity receiving Federal financial assistance.”Rin, be denied the benefits of, or be subjected to discrimination under any education Rin, be denied the benefits of, or be subjected to discrimination under any education Rprogram or activity receiving Federal financial assistance.”Rprogram or activity receiving Federal financial assistance.”A"No person in the United States shall, on the basis of sex, be excluded from participation A"No person in the United States shall, on the basis of sex, be excluded from participation 
in, be denied the benefits of, or be subjected to discrimination under any education Ain, be denied the benefits of, or be subjected to discrimination under any education 
program or activity receiving Federal financial assistance.”Aprogram or activity receiving Federal financial assistance.”

N"No person in the United States shall, on the basis of sex, be excluded from participation N"No person in the United States shall, on the basis of sex, be excluded from participation 
in, be denied the benefits of, or be subjected to discrimination under any education Nin, be denied the benefits of, or be subjected to discrimination under any education 

DTitle IX of the Education Amendments Act of 1972DTitle IX of the Education Amendments Act of 1972RRTitle IX of the Education Amendments Act of 1972RTitle IX of the Education Amendments Act of 1972
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Section 106.30: Sexual Harassment
Sexual harassment means conduct on the basis of sex that satisfies one or 
more of the following: 

(1)  An employee of the recipient conditioning the provision of an aid, 
benefit, or service of the recipient on an individual’s participation in 
unwelcome sexual conduct;  

(2) Unwelcome conduct determined by a reasonable person to be so severe,
pervasive, and objectively offensive that it effectively denies a person equal 
access to the recipient’s education program or activity; or 

(3)  “Sexual assault” as defined in 20 U.S.C. 1092(f)(6)(A)(v), “dating violence” 
as defined in 34 U.S.C. 12291(a)(10), “domestic violence” as defined in 34 
U.S.C. 12291(a)(8), or “stalking” as defined in 34 U.S.C. 12291(a)(30). G
as defined in 34 U.S.C. 12291(a)(10), “

G
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AND… Only Covered, IF:

Place of Conduct

• On campus
• Campus Program, 

Activity, Building, and
• In the United States

Required Identity

• Complainant 
participating/attempting 
to participate in Program 
or Activity, AND

• Control over Respondent
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Notice to both parties Equal opportunity to 
present evidence An advisor of choice

Written notification of 
meetings, etc., and 

sufficient time to prepare

Opportunity to review all 
evidence, and 10 days to 

submit a written response 
to the evidence prior to 

completion of the report

Report summarizing 
relevant evidence and 10 
day review of report prior 

to hearing

Procedural Requirements for Investigations
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Procedural Requirements for Hearings
Must be live, but can be conducted remotely

Cannot compel participation of parties or witnesses

Standard of proof used may be preponderance of the evidence or clear and convincing; standard must be 
the same for student and employee matters

Cross examination must be permitted and must be conducted by advisor of choice or provided by the 
institution

Decision maker determines relevancy of questions and evidence offered

Written decision must be issued that includes finding and sanctionGWritten decision must be issued that includes finding and sanctionGWritten decision must be issued that includes finding and sanctionRRRRRWritten decision must be issued that includes finding and sanctionRWritten decision must be issued that includes finding and sanction
AAA

Decision maker determines relevancy of questions and evidence offered
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The Requirement of
Impartiality
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Section 106.45(b)(1)(iii)

The grievance process must 
require that any individual 
designated by the recipient as Title 
IX Coordinator, investigator, 
decision maker, or facilitator of 
informal resolution not to have a 
conflict of interest or bias:

For or against 
complainants or 
respondents generally, or

An individual complainant 
or respondent

Section 106.45(b)(1)(iii)
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Section 106.45(b)(1)(iii)

Title IX Coordinator, investigator, decision maker, or facilitator of informal 
resolution must receive training on…how to serve impartially, including 
avoiding prejudgment of the facts at issue, conflict of interest, and bias. This 
training material may not rely on sex stereotypes and must promote impartial 
investigations and adjudications of formal complaints of sexual harassment.

Section 106.45(b)(1)(iii)

Title IX Coordinator, investigator, decision maker, or facilitator of 
informal resolution must receive training on…how to serve 
impartially, including avoiding prejudgment of the facts at issue, 
conflict of interest, and bias. This training material may not rely on 
sex stereotypes and must promote impartial investigations and 
adjudications of formal complaints of sexual harassment.
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Hearing Technology: Requirements 
and Considerations

If hearings cannot be in person, or if someone chooses to participate 
remotely, must have a remote participation platform available.

All hearings must be recorded.

Participants must be able to 
communicate during the hearing

The parties with the decision maker(s)

The parties with their advisors

GG
communicate

G
communicateR
Participants must be able to 

R
Participants must be able to 

RcommunicateRcommunicateAParticipants must be able to AParticipants must be able to 
communicateAcommunicate

NNParticipants must be able to NParticipants must be able to 
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All hearings must be recorded.IAll hearings must be recorded.IAll hearings must be recorded.VAll hearings must be recorded.VAll hearings must be recorded.EAll hearings must be recorded.EAll hearings must be recorded.
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Purpose of the Hearing

Review and 
Assess 
Evidence

1
Make Findings 
of Fact

2
Determine 
Responsibility/ 
Findings of 
Responsibility

3
Determine 
Sanction and 
Remedy

4

GGGGGGGGGRRRRRANDof Fact Dof Fact RMake Findings RMake Findings IMake Findings IMake Findings VMake Findings VMake Findings 
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Evaluating the Evidence

What weight, if any, should it be given?
Weight is determined by the finder of fact!

Is it reliable?
Can you trust it or rely on it?

Is it credible?
Is it convincing?

Is it authentic?
Is the item what it purports to be?

Is it relevant?
Evidence is relevant if it has a tendency to make a material fact more or less likely to be true.

GGWhat weight, if any, should it be given?GWhat weight, if any, should it be given?GGGGGRRRWhat weight, if any, should it be given?RWhat weight, if any, should it be given?RRAAAWhat weight, if any, should it be given?AWhat weight, if any, should it be given?AAAAANNNNNNNNNCan you trust it or rely on it?NCan you trust it or rely on it?DDDDCan you trust it or rely on it?DCan you trust it or rely on it?

RRRIs it reliable?RIs it reliable?
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Is it convincing?

I
Is it convincing?VVVVVVVVVVIs it convincing?VIs it convincing?EIs it credible?EIs it credible?EEEIs it convincing?EIs it convincing?RRRIs it credible?RIs it credible?RRR SSSIs it credible?SIs it credible?SSSSS

Is the item what it purports to be?
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Is the item what it purports to be?OOOOOOOOIs the item what it purports to be?OIs the item what it purports to be?LLLLIs the item what it purports to be?LIs the item what it purports to be?
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Evidence is relevant if it has a tendency to make a material fact more or less likely to be true.IIIIIIEvidence is relevant if it has a tendency to make a material fact more or less likely to be true.IEvidence is relevant if it has a tendency to make a material fact more or less likely to be true.OOOOOOOOOEvidence is relevant if it has a tendency to make a material fact more or less likely to be true.OEvidence is relevant if it has a tendency to make a material fact more or less likely to be true.NNNNNNEvidence is relevant if it has a tendency to make a material fact more or less likely to be true.NEvidence is relevant if it has a tendency to make a material fact more or less likely to be true.
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Trauma-
informed 
practices 
provide 
tools/techniques 
for engaging 
with the 
Complainant, 
Respondent, 
and Witnesses.

Format/Structure of the 
Hearing

Format of Questions

Approach to Clarification
GG

and Witnesses.
G

and Witnesses.Rand Witnesses.Rand Witnesses.Aand Witnesses.Aand Witnesses.
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Process Participants
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The Participants
The Parties

Complainant

The person who is alleged to 
be the victim of conduct 
prohibited under the policy.

Respondent

The person who has 
been reported to be the 
perpetrator of conduct prohibited 
under the policy.

GGRAND RIVEERRRbeenRbeenSThe person who has SThe person who has 
beenSbeen

OOOOThe person who has OThe person who has 
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The Participants
The Investigator

• Can present a summary of the 
final investigation report, including items 
that are contested and those that are not;

• Submits to questioning by 
the Decisionmaker(s) and the parties 
(through their Advisors).

• Can be present during the entire hearing 
process, but not during deliberations.

• Questions about their opinions 
on credibility, recommended findings, 
or determinations, are prohibited. If 
such information is introduced, the Chair 
will direct that it be disregarded.

G
credibility, recommended findings, 

G
credibility, recommended findings, 
determinations, are prohibited. If Gdeterminations, are prohibited. If 

information is introduced, the Chair Ginformation is introduced, the Chair 
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Questions about their opinions 

R
Questions about their opinions 

Rcredibility, recommended findings, Rcredibility, recommended findings, 
determinations, are prohibited. If Rdeterminations, are prohibited. If 

AQuestions about their opinions AQuestions about their opinions 
credibility, recommended findings, Acredibility, recommended findings, 

Ndeliberations.Ndeliberations.
Questions about their opinions NQuestions about their opinions 

DCan be present during the entire hearing DCan be present during the entire hearing 
deliberations.Ddeliberations.

RCan be present during the entire hearing RCan be present during the entire hearing 
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The Participants
Advisors

The Participants➢ Can be anyone, including a lawyer, a 
parent, a friend, and a witness

➢ No particular training or experience 
required (institution appointed advisors 
should be trained)

➢ Can accompany their advisees at all 
meetings, interviews, and the hearing

➢ Advisors should help the Parties prepare 
for each meeting and are expected to 
advise ethically, with integrity, and in good 
faith

➢ May not speak on behalf of their advisee or 
otherwise participate, except that the 
advisor will conduct cross examination at 
the hearing.

➢ Advisors are expected to advise their 
advisees without disrupting proceedingsGAdvisors are expected to advise their GAdvisors are expected to advise their 
advisees without disrupting proceedingsGadvisees without disrupting proceedings

RAdvisors are expected to advise their RAdvisors are expected to advise their A
advisor will conduct cross examination at 

A
advisor will conduct cross examination at 

Advisors are expected to advise their AAdvisors are expected to advise their 
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D
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V
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Eadvise ethically, with integrity, and in good Eadvise ethically, with integrity, and in good RRRadvise ethically, with integrity, and in good Radvise ethically, with integrity, and in good 
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The Participants
Advisors: Prohibited 
Behavior
An Advisor who oversteps their 
role as defined by the policy 
should be warned once. If the 
Advisor continues to disrupt or 
otherwise fails to respect the 
limits of the Advisor role, the 
meeting may be ended, or other 
appropriate measures 
implemented. Subsequently, the 
Title IX Coordinator has the 
ability determine how to address 
the Advisor’s non-compliance 
and future role.

G
Title IX Coordinator has the 

G
Title IX Coordinator has the 
ability determine how to address Gability determine how to address 
the Advisor’s nonGthe Advisor’s non compliance Gcompliance 

R
implemented. Subsequently, the 

R
implemented. Subsequently, the 
Title IX Coordinator has the RTitle IX Coordinator has the 
ability determine how to address Rability determine how to address 

A
appropriate measures 

A
appropriate measures 
implemented. Subsequently, the Aimplemented. Subsequently, the 
Title IX Coordinator has the ATitle IX Coordinator has the 

Nimplemented. Subsequently, the Nimplemented. Subsequently, the 
Dmeeting may be ended, or other Dmeeting may be ended, or other Rlimits of the Advisor role, the Rlimits of the Advisor role, the 

meeting may be ended, or other Rmeeting may be ended, or other 
IVVVVEEEER SSOOLLLLUUUU
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The Participants
The Hearing 
Facilitator/Coordinator

➢ Manages the recording, 
witness logistics, party 
logistics, curation of 
documents, separation 
of the parties, and other 
administrative elements 
of the hearing process  

➢ Non-Voting

GGGRA
of the hearing process  

A
of the hearing process  N
administrative elements 

N
administrative elements 
of the hearing process  Nof the hearing process  D
of the parties, and other 

D
of the parties, and other 
administrative elements Dadministrative elements 
of the hearing process  Dof the hearing process  

RRRRof the parties, and other Rof the parties, and other IIVER SSOOOOLLUU
TIOOOONNNS



The Participants
The Decision-Maker(s)

➢ One person or a panel
➢ Questions the parties 

and witnesses at the 
hearing

➢ Determines responsibility
➢ Determines sanction, 

where appropriate

GGG
appropriate

G
appropriateRappropriateRappropriateADetermines sanction, ADetermines sanction, 
appropriateAappropriate N

Determines responsibility

N
Determines responsibility
Determines sanction, NDetermines sanction, DDetermines responsibilityDDetermines responsibility RRIIIVVVVER SSSOOOLLUU

TIOONNNSS



The Participants
The Hearing Chair

➢ Is a decision-maker
➢ Answers all procedural questions
➢ Makes rulings regarding 

relevancy of evidence, questions 
posed during cross examination

➢ Maintains decorum
➢ Prepares the written deliberation 

statement
➢ Assists in preparing the Notice of 

Outcome GAssists in preparing the Notice of GAssists in preparing the Notice of RAssists in preparing the Notice of RAssists in preparing the Notice of 
A

Prepares the written deliberation 
A

Prepares the written deliberation NPrepares the written deliberation NPrepares the written deliberation DPrepares the written deliberation DPrepares the written deliberation 

Rposed during cross examinationRposed during cross examinationIposed during cross examinationIposed during cross examinationVrelevancy of evidence, questions Vrelevancy of evidence, questions 
posed during cross examinationVposed during cross examination EEEEErelevancy of evidence, questions Erelevancy of evidence, questions RRR SSOOLLUU

TIOONNSS



Establishing the Advisor/Advisee Relationship

Advisor’s First Steps

03a
GRAND

Establishing the Advisor/Advisee Relationship

D
Establishing the Advisor/Advisee RelationshipREstablishing the Advisor/Advisee RelationshipREstablishing the Advisor/Advisee RelationshipIEstablishing the Advisor/Advisee RelationshipIEstablishing the Advisor/Advisee RelationshipVEstablishing the Advisor/Advisee RelationshipVEstablishing the Advisor/Advisee Relationship

EERR
Advisor’s First Steps

R
Advisor’s First StepsAdvisor’s First StepsSAdvisor’s First StepsOAdvisor’s First StepsOAdvisor’s First Steps

LU
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After you are 
assigned a 
case…

Review the policy

Review the materials provided, if 
any

Reach out to your advisee

Schedule a meetingGRANDDDD RRIVVVEEERR SSOOanyOanyLReview the materials provided, if LReview the materials provided, if 
anyLany UReview the materials provided, if UReview the materials provided, if TTReview the materials provided, if TReview the materials provided, if 

IIOOONN
Review the policy

N
Review the policySReview the policySReview the policy



Meeting with 
your advisee

Discuss Discuss the evidence 

Ask Ask them to share their account 

Go over Go over the policy and process with them

Advise Advise them that their conversations with you are not privileged

Explain Explain your role

Build Build Rapport

Discuss the evidence GRANDD RRRRRIIIVVV
Go overVGo overEEEGo overEGo overRRRGo overRGo overRR SSSOOOOOOOOAdvise them that their conversations with you are not privilegedOAdvise them that their conversations with you are not privilegedLLLLAdvise them that their conversations with you are not privilegedLAdvise them that their conversations with you are not privileged

UUUUUTTTTIIIIExplain your roleIExplain your roleOOOExplain your roleOExplain your role NNNNSSSSS



Setting Expectations

• At the outset, make sure the party is 
aware of the limitations of your role.

• Advisors are not a confidential resource.
• You are not under an obligation to 

keep what a party tells you 
confidential and, in some instances, 
may be required to report it.

• Advisors must be truthful.
• If the matter ends up in a court of law 

and the advisor is requested to testify, 
they must do so and do so truthfully.G
and the advisor is requested to testify, 

G
and the advisor is requested to testify, 
they must do so and do so truthfully.Gthey must do so and do so truthfully.R
If the matter ends up in a court of law 

R
If the matter ends up in a court of law 

Rand the advisor is requested to testify, Rand the advisor is requested to testify, 
they must do so and do so truthfully.Rthey must do so and do so truthfully.

AIf the matter ends up in a court of law AIf the matter ends up in a court of law 
and the advisor is requested to testify, Aand the advisor is requested to testify, 

NAdvisors must be truthful.NAdvisors must be truthful.
If the matter ends up in a court of law NIf the matter ends up in a court of law 

D
may be required to report it.

D
may be required to report it.

Advisors must be truthful.DAdvisors must be truthful.
R

confidential and, in some instances, 

R
confidential and, in some instances, 
may be required to report it.Rmay be required to report it.Iconfidential and, in some instances, Iconfidential and, in some instances, 
may be required to report it.Imay be required to report it.V
keep what a party tells you 

V
keep what a party tells you 
confidential and, in some instances, Vconfidential and, in some instances, 
may be required to report it.Vmay be required to report it.

E
You are not under an obligation to 

E
You are not under an obligation to 

confidential and, in some instances, Econfidential and, in some instances, 
RYou are not under an obligation to RYou are not under an obligation to SAdvisors are not a confidential resource.SAdvisors are not a confidential resource.

You are not under an obligation to SYou are not under an obligation to 
OAdvisors are not a confidential resource.OAdvisors are not a confidential resource. LUUU

TTTIONS



What should be done in advance of the hearingWhat should be done in advance of the hearing

Pre-Hearing Tasks: 
Hearing Panel & Chair

03(b)
GRAND

What should be done in advance of the hearing

D
What should be done in advance of the hearingRWhat should be done in advance of the hearingRWhat should be done in advance of the hearingIWhat should be done in advance of the hearingIWhat should be done in advance of the hearingVWhat should be done in advance of the hearingVWhat should be done in advance of the hearing

EERR
Hearing Panel & Chair

R
Hearing Panel & ChairSHearing Panel & ChairSHearing Panel & ChairO

Hearing Tasks: 
O

Hearing Tasks: 
Hearing Panel & ChairOHearing Panel & Chair

LHearing Tasks: LHearing Tasks: UHearing Tasks: UHearing Tasks: THearing Tasks: THearing Tasks: 
IONS



Pre-Hearing Meetings
Review the Logistics for the Hearing

• Format
• Roles of the parties
• Participation
• Decorum
• Impact of not following rules

Set expectations

Cross Examination ExpectationsGGGGCross Examination ExpectationsGCross Examination ExpectationsRRRCross Examination ExpectationsRCross Examination ExpectationsAAA
Impact of not following rules

A
Impact of not following rules

AACross Examination ExpectationsACross Examination Expectations
NNNImpact of not following rulesNImpact of not following rulesDImpact of not following rulesDImpact of not following rules

RIVER SSSOOOLLUUUUU
TTTTTTTIIIOOON

Hearing Meetings
N

Hearing Meetings
NNSHearing MeetingsSHearing Meetings



Hearing 
Panel as a 
Whole

Review evidence and report

Review applicable policy and procedures

Preliminary analysis of the evidence

Determine areas for further exploration

Develop questions of your ownGRANDDD RRIIVVVEEERR SPreliminary analysis of the evidenceSPreliminary analysis of the evidence
OOOLLLUU

Review applicable policy and procedures

U
Review applicable policy and proceduresTReview applicable policy and proceduresTReview applicable policy and proceduresIReview applicable policy and proceduresIReview applicable policy and proceduresOOReview applicable policy and proceduresOReview applicable policy and procedures

NNNSS
Review evidence and report

S
Review evidence and report



Hearing 
Panel Chair

Provide names of all individuals invited to participate in the 
hearing

Provide parties with investigation report and all pertinent 
evidence

Compile questions on behalf of the Panel

May convene a pre-hearing meeting

Review questions submitted by the parties

Anticipate challenges or issues

Become familiar with the scriptGRANDDD RRIIIVVVEEERRMay convene a preRMay convene a preSSMay convene a preSMay convene a pre
OO

Compile questions on behalf of the Panel

O
Compile questions on behalf of the Panel

OLLCompile questions on behalf of the PanelLCompile questions on behalf of the PanelUUCompile questions on behalf of the PanelUCompile questions on behalf of the PanelTTTCompile questions on behalf of the PanelTCompile questions on behalf of the Panel

IIIOO
Provide parties with investigation report and all pertinent 

O
Provide parties with investigation report and all pertinent NNProvide parties with investigation report and all pertinent NProvide parties with investigation report and all pertinent SSSProvide parties with investigation report and all pertinent SProvide parties with investigation report and all pertinent 



Common 
Areas of 

Exploration

Credibility?

Clarification on timeline?

The thought process?

Inconsistencies?

GRANNNDD RRIVVEEEERR SSSOOLClarification on timeline?LClarification on timeline?UClarification on timeline?UClarification on timeline?TClarification on timeline?TClarification on timeline?
IIOOONNS



What should be done in advance of the hearingWhat should be done in advance of the hearing

Pre-Hearing Tasks: 
The Advisor

03(c)
GRAND

What should be done in advance of the hearing

D
What should be done in advance of the hearingRWhat should be done in advance of the hearingRWhat should be done in advance of the hearingIWhat should be done in advance of the hearingIWhat should be done in advance of the hearingVWhat should be done in advance of the hearingVWhat should be done in advance of the hearing

EERR SO
Hearing Tasks: 

O
Hearing Tasks: LHearing Tasks: LHearing Tasks: UHearing Tasks: UHearing Tasks: THearing Tasks: THearing Tasks: 
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Pre-Hearing 
Preparation

Do Your 
Homework 

GRAND RIVER SOLU
TIOONNS



Exactly, What Type of 
Homework?
• Review applicable policy language/provisions
• Familiarize yourself with investigative report
• Understand the timeline of events
• Think about areas to highlight or expand upon
• What type of questions you will ask
• Who are the key witnesses
• Consult with your advisee
• Anticipate questions of others
• Develop a strategy

GRANDD R•R••R• IV
What type of questions you will askVWhat type of questions you will ask
Who are the key witnessesVWho are the key witnesses
E

Think about areas to highlight or expand upon

E
Think about areas to highlight or expand upon
What type of questions you will askEWhat type of questions you will askR
Understand the timeline of events

R
Understand the timeline of events
Think about areas to highlight or expand uponRThink about areas to highlight or expand upon
What type of questions you will askRWhat type of questions you will ask

S
Familiarize yourself with investigative report

S
Familiarize yourself with investigative report
Understand the timeline of eventsSUnderstand the timeline of events
Think about areas to highlight or expand uponSThink about areas to highlight or expand upon

O
Review applicable policy language/provisions

O
Review applicable policy language/provisions
Familiarize yourself with investigative reportOFamiliarize yourself with investigative report
Understand the timeline of eventsOUnderstand the timeline of events

LReview applicable policy language/provisionsLReview applicable policy language/provisions
Familiarize yourself with investigative reportLFamiliarize yourself with investigative report

UReview applicable policy language/provisionsUReview applicable policy language/provisionsTReview applicable policy language/provisionsTReview applicable policy language/provisions
IHomework?IHomework?OHomework?OHomework? N

Exactly, What Type of 
N

Exactly, What Type of SExactly, What Type of SExactly, What Type of 



Identify the Claims, What Needs to 
be Proven

• Why are we here?
• What are the elements for the charge(s)?
• What are the definitions of those elements?

• Consent?

• Incapacitation?

GGGRRR
Incapacitation?

R
Incapacitation? AIncapacitation? AIncapacitation? ND

What are the definitions of those elements?
D

What are the definitions of those elements?R
What are the elements for the charge(s)?

R
What are the elements for the charge(s)?
What are the definitions of those elements?RWhat are the definitions of those elements?IWhat are the elements for the charge(s)?IWhat are the elements for the charge(s)?
What are the definitions of those elements?IWhat are the definitions of those elements?

VWhat are the elements for the charge(s)?VWhat are the elements for the charge(s)?EWhat are the elements for the charge(s)?EWhat are the elements for the charge(s)?
R SSSOOLU

TIO
Identify the Claims, What Needs to 

O
Identify the Claims, What Needs to NIdentify the Claims, What Needs to NIdentify the Claims, What Needs to SIdentify the Claims, What Needs to SIdentify the Claims, What Needs to 



Preparing 
for Cross

Review and evaluate the evidence

Identify the party's  narrative, or the version of events that 
they want to illustrate

Identify the facts at issue and the findings of fact that the 
party wants the decision maker to make

Plan to highlight the evidence that support the narrative 
and the findings of fact that the party wants the decision 
maker to make

Prepare an outline of topics to exploreGRANDD RRIIVVVEEEEERR SSIdentify the facts at issue and the findings of fact that the SIdentify the facts at issue and the findings of fact that the 
OOOLLthey want to illustrateLthey want to illustrateU

Identify the party's  narrative, or the version of events that 

U
Identify the party's  narrative, or the version of events that 
they want to illustrateUthey want to illustrateTIdentify the party's  narrative, or the version of events that TIdentify the party's  narrative, or the version of events that 
they want to illustrateTthey want to illustrate

IIdentify the party's  narrative, or the version of events that IIdentify the party's  narrative, or the version of events that 
OOONNSReview and evaluate the evidenceSReview and evaluate the evidence



The Hearing

04
GRAND RIVEERR

The Hearing
R

The Hearing SOLU
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Order of the Proceedings

Introductions 
and instructions 
by the Chair; 
Opening 
Statements

01
Presentation by 
Investigator

02
Presentation of 
information and 
questioning of 
the parties and 
witnesses

03
Closing 
Statements

04
Deliberation & 
Determination

05

GRRRAAAND RRRRRIIIinformation and Iinformation and VPresentation of VPresentation of 
information and Vinformation and 

EPresentation of EPresentation of 

03E03R03R03 SSOOOLU
TIONS



Opening Introductions 
and Instructions by the 
Chair
• The institution should have a script for 

this portion of the proceedings, and it 
should be used.

• Introduction of the participants.
• Overview of the procedures.
• Be prepared to answer questions.

GR
Be prepared to answer questions.

R
Be prepared to answer questions.ABe prepared to answer questions.ABe prepared to answer questions.N
Overview of the procedures.

N
Overview of the procedures.
Be prepared to answer questions.NBe prepared to answer questions.

D
Introduction of the participants.

D
Introduction of the participants.
Overview of the procedures.DOverview of the procedures.

RIntroduction of the participants.RIntroduction of the participants.IIntroduction of the participants.IIntroduction of the participants.
V

this portion of the proceedings, and it 

V
this portion of the proceedings, and it E
The institution should have a script for 

E
The institution should have a script for 
this portion of the proceedings, and it Ethis portion of the proceedings, and it RThe institution should have a script for RThe institution should have a script for 
this portion of the proceedings, and it Rthis portion of the proceedings, and it 

SThe institution should have a script for SThe institution should have a script for 
OL

and Instructions by the 
L

and Instructions by the Uand Instructions by the Uand Instructions by the TIONS



Presentation of 
Information 

GRAND RIVERR SSOLU
TIONS



Presentation of Information & 
Questioning of the Parties

The Hearing 
Panel will 
question 
Complainant 
first

01
Cross 
examination 
of 
Complainant 
will occur next

02
Follow up by 
the Hearing 
Panel

03
The Hearing 
Panel will 
question 
Respondent 
second

04
Cross 
examination 
of 
Respondent 
will occur next

05
Follow up by 
the Hearing 
Panel

06

GRRRRAAAAAAAANNNNNNND
Panel

D
Panel R
Follow up by 

R
Follow up by 
the Hearing Rthe Hearing IFollow up by IFollow up by 
the Hearing Ithe Hearing VFollow up by VFollow up by 
the Hearing Vthe Hearing 

EEEEEEERRRRRRR04R04S04S04
OOOOLLLU

TION
Presentation of Information & 

N
Presentation of Information & SPresentation of Information & SPresentation of Information & 



Questioning of the Witnesses

The Chair will 
determine the order 
of questioning of 
witnesses

01
The Hearing Panel 
will question first

02
Advisor cross-
examination will 
occur next 
(suggested: 
Complainant’s 

advisor followed by 
Respondent’s 
advisor)

03
Follow up by the 
Hearing Panel

04

GGGGGGGGRAND R
will question first

R
will question first Iwill question first Iwill question first VThe Hearing Panel VThe Hearing Panel EEEEEEERRRRR S03S03O03O03L03L03

UUUTTTTIIO
Questioning of the Witnesses

O
Questioning of the WitnessesNQuestioning of the WitnessesNQuestioning of the Witnesses SQuestioning of the Witnesses SQuestioning of the Witnesses



General Questioning Guidelines 

GGGGRRAND RIVER SO
General Questioning Guidelines 

O
General Questioning Guidelines LGeneral Questioning Guidelines LGeneral Questioning Guidelines UGeneral Questioning Guidelines UGeneral Questioning Guidelines TGeneral Questioning Guidelines TGeneral Questioning Guidelines 

I
General Questioning Guidelines 

I
General Questioning Guidelines 

ONS



Format of 
Questioning

The Hearing Panel or the 
advisor will remain seated 
during questioning

Questions will be posed 
orally

Questions must be 
relevantGRAND RRIVVVEERRRR SSSSSOOLLLUUUUU
TTT

during questioning

T
during questioningIduring questioningIduring questioningO
advisor will remain seated 

O
advisor will remain seated 
during questioningOduring questioningNadvisor will remain seated Nadvisor will remain seated 
during questioningNduring questioning

SThe Hearing Panel or the SThe Hearing Panel or the 
advisor will remain seated Sadvisor will remain seated 



What constitutes a relevant question?

The Department 
declines to define 

“relevant”, 
indicating that term 

“should be 
interpreted using 

[its] plain and 
ordinary meaning.”

See, e.g., Federal Rule of Evidence 401 Test for 
Relevant Evidence:

“Evidence is relevant if:

• (a) it has any tendency to make a fact more or less 
probable than it would be without the evidence; and

• (b) the fact is of consequence in determining the 
action.”

G
[its] plain and 

G
[its] plain and 

ordinary meaning.”Gordinary meaning.”Rordinary meaning.”Rordinary meaning.”
AAAND RRIIVVVVEEER., Federal Rule of Evidence 401 Test for R., Federal Rule of Evidence 401 Test for 

Relevant Evidence:RRelevant Evidence:
SSSS., Federal Rule of Evidence 401 Test for S., Federal Rule of Evidence 401 Test for 
OOOLU

TIO
What constitutes a relevant question?

O
What constitutes a relevant question?NWhat constitutes a relevant question?NWhat constitutes a relevant question?SWhat constitutes a relevant question?SWhat constitutes a relevant question?



Logical connection between the evidence 
and facts at issue

Assists in coming to the conclusion – it is 
“of consequence”

Tends to make a fact more or less 
probable than it would be without that 
evidence

When is evidence relevant?

GRAANN
probable than it would be without that 

N
probable than it would be without that Dprobable than it would be without that Dprobable than it would be without that RRIIVVVEEEERRR SOLU

TTIIIOOONS



Irrelevant and 
Impermissible 

Questions

Questions that seek to illicit 
irrelevant information
• Complainant’s prior sexual history

• Information protected by an un-
waived legal privilege

• Medical treatment and care

Duplicative questions

Information that otherwise 
irrelevant

GRAAANNND RRRIIVER SSSOOOOLU
TIONSSS



When Questioning….

Be efficient.

Explore areas where 
additional 
information or clarity 
is needed.

Listen to the 
answers.

Be prepared to go 
down a road that you 
hadn’t considered or 

anticipated exploring.

Take your time. Be 
thoughtful. Take breaks 
if you need it.

G
anticipated exploring.

G
anticipated exploring.Ranticipated exploring.Ranticipated exploring.Ahadn’t considered or Ahadn’t considered or 

anticipated exploring.Aanticipated exploring.
Ndown a road that you Ndown a road that you DD RRIV

is needed.Vis needed.Einformation or clarity Einformation or clarity 
is needed.Eis needed.R
additional 

R
additional 

Rinformation or clarity Rinformation or clarity 
is needed.Ris needed.

S
Explore areas where 

S
Explore areas where 
additional Sadditional 
information or clarity 

S
information or clarity 

OExplore areas where OExplore areas where LExplore areas where LExplore areas where 
UTIONS



Foundational Questions to Always 
Consider Asking

Were you 
interviewed?

Did you see the 
interview notes?

Did the notes reflect 
your recollection at 

the time?

As you sit here 
today, has anything 

changed?

Did you review your 
notes before coming 

to this hearing?

Did you speak with 
any one about your 

testimony today 
prior to this hearing?GG

changed?

G
changed? R

today, has anything 

R
today, has anything AAAAAtoday, has anything Atoday, has anything NNNNNNNNNnotes before coming Nnotes before coming 

DDDDid you review your DDid you review your 
RRRRIIIIVVVVVVVEEEER Sinterview notes?Sinterview notes?O

Did you see the 
O

Did you see the 
interview notes?Ointerview notes?

LDid you see the LDid you see the UUTTTTTTTIIIIOOOON
Foundational Questions to Always 

N
Foundational Questions to Always SFoundational Questions to Always SFoundational Questions to Always 



Common Areas of Where Clarity or 
Additional Information is Needed

Details about the 
alleged 

misconduct

Facts related to the 
elements of the 

alleged policy 
violation

Relevancy of 
Certain Items of 

Evidence

Factual Basis for 
Opinions

Credibility Reliability Timelines Inconsistencies

GGGGGGGRRRRRAReliabilityAReliability
NNNDDDDDDD RRR

alleged policy 

R
alleged policy 

violationRviolation Ialleged policy Ialleged policy V
elements of the 

V
elements of the 

alleged policy Valleged policy EEEE
Facts related to the 

E
Facts related to the 

elements of the Eelements of the ERRRRRRR SSSSOOOOOOLLLUU
Additional Information is Needed

U
Additional Information is NeededTAdditional Information is NeededTAdditional Information is NeededIAdditional Information is NeededIAdditional Information is NeededO
Common Areas of Where Clarity or 

O
Common Areas of Where Clarity or 
Additional Information is NeededOAdditional Information is Needed

NCommon Areas of Where Clarity or NCommon Areas of Where Clarity or 
Additional Information is Needed

N
Additional Information is Needed

SCommon Areas of Where Clarity or SCommon Areas of Where Clarity or 



Questioning to Assess Reliability

Inherent plausibility

Logic

Corroboration

Other indicia of reliabilityGGGOther indicia of reliabilityGOther indicia of reliabilityROther indicia of reliabilityROther indicia of reliabilityAAAOther indicia of reliabilityAOther indicia of reliability
NNNNNDDDCorroborationDCorroborationRCorroborationRCorroborationIIICorroborationICorroboration

VVVVV
Corroboration

V
Corroboration

EEE
Logic
E

Logic
ERLogicRLogicSSLogicSLogic

OOO
Inherent plausibility

O
Inherent plausibility

OOLLLInherent plausibilityLInherent plausibilityUInherent plausibilityUInherent plausibilityTInherent plausibilityTInherent plausibilityIIIInherent plausibilityIInherent plausibility
O

Questioning to Assess Reliability
O

Questioning to Assess Reliability
OONQuestioning to Assess ReliabilityNQuestioning to Assess ReliabilitySQuestioning to Assess ReliabilitySQuestioning to Assess Reliability



Questioning to Assess Credibility

No formula 
exists, but 
consider asking 
questions 
about the 
following:

opportunity to view

ability to recall

motive to fabricate

plausibility

consistency

character, background, experience, and training

coachingGRA
consistency

A
consistency

Acharacter, background, experience, and trainingAcharacter, background, experience, and training
N

plausibility

N
plausibility

NconsistencyNconsistencyNDDplausibilityDplausibilityD Rmotive to fabricateRmotive to fabricateRRplausibilityRplausibility
IImotive to fabricateImotive to fabricateVability to recallVability to recallVmotive to fabricateVmotive to fabricate

EEability to recall Eability to recall ERopportunity to viewRopportunity to viewR SSOOOOLLLUU
T

Questioning to Assess Credibility
T

Questioning to Assess CredibilityIQuestioning to Assess CredibilityIQuestioning to Assess CredibilityOQuestioning to Assess CredibilityOQuestioning to Assess CredibilityNQuestioning to Assess CredibilityNQuestioning to Assess CredibilitySQuestioning to Assess CredibilitySQuestioning to Assess Credibility



Credibility Versus Reliability

• I can trust the consistency of the person’s account of their truth.  

• It is probably true and I can rely on it.

Reliable Evidence  

• I trust their account based on their tone and reliability.  
• They are honest and believable.  
• It might not be true, but it is worthy of belief.  
• It is convincingly true.  
• The witness is sincere and speaking their real truth.

Credibility  

GGG
The witness is sincere and speaking their real truth.

G
The witness is sincere and speaking their real truth.RRRRThe witness is sincere and speaking their real truth.RThe witness is sincere and speaking their real truth.AIt is convincingly true.  AIt is convincingly true.  
The witness is sincere and speaking their real truth.AThe witness is sincere and speaking their real truth.

N
It might not be true, but it is worthy of belief.  

N
It might not be true, but it is worthy of belief.  
It is convincingly true.  NIt is convincingly true.  

D
They are honest and believable.  

D
They are honest and believable.  
It might not be true, but it is worthy of belief.  DIt might not be true, but it is worthy of belief.  

RI trust their account based on their tone and reliability.  RI trust their account based on their tone and reliability.  
They are honest and believable.  RThey are honest and believable.  II trust their account based on their tone and reliability.  II trust their account based on their tone and reliability.  VI trust their account based on their tone and reliability.  VI trust their account based on their tone and reliability.  VVEEERRR SSSSSOOO
I can trust the consistency of the person’s account of their truth.  

O
I can trust the consistency of the person’s account of their truth.  LI can trust the consistency of the person’s account of their truth.  LI can trust the consistency of the person’s account of their truth.  UI can trust the consistency of the person’s account of their truth.  UI can trust the consistency of the person’s account of their truth.  UUTTTIOOONNS



Opinion Evidence

GRAND RIIVVVEEEERR SSOOL
Opinion Evidence
L
Opinion EvidenceUOpinion EvidenceUOpinion EvidenceTOpinion EvidenceTOpinion EvidenceIOpinion EvidenceIOpinion EvidenceOOpinion EvidenceOOpinion Evidence
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Asking Questions to Assess Authenticity
Investigating the Products of the Investigation

Never assume that an item 
of evidence is authentic.

Ask questions, request 
proof.

Request further 
investigation of the 

authenticity if necessary.

GRA
of evidence is authentic.

A
of evidence is authentic. NDAsk questions, request DAsk questions, request 

RRIIVVVEEEERRRR SSOOOLU
TInvestigating the Products of the InvestigationTInvestigating the Products of the InvestigationIInvestigating the Products of the InvestigationIInvestigating the Products of the InvestigationO

Asking Questions to Assess Authenticity
O

Asking Questions to Assess Authenticity
Investigating the Products of the InvestigationOInvestigating the Products of the InvestigationNAsking Questions to Assess AuthenticityNAsking Questions to Assess Authenticity
Investigating the Products of the InvestigationNInvestigating the Products of the Investigation

SAsking Questions to Assess AuthenticitySAsking Questions to Assess Authenticity



Is it authentic?

QUESTION THE 
PERSON WHO 
OFFERED THE 

EVIDENCE

REQUEST 
ORIGINALS

OBTAIN 
ORIGINALS FROM 

THE SOURCE

HAVE OTHERS 
REVIEW AND 

COMMENT ON 
AUTHENTICITY

ARE THERE 
OTHER RECORDS 

THAT WOULD 
CORROBORATE?G

ORIGINALS

G
ORIGINALSRREQUEST RREQUEST 
ORIGINALSRORIGINALSAREQUEST AREQUEST 
ORIGINALSAORIGINALS

NNREQUEST NREQUEST 

DD RIIVVEER SOLU
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What are 
the “Hard” 
Questions

Details about the 
sexual contact

Seemingly 
inconsistent 

behaviors

Inconsistent 
evidence/information

What they were 
wearing

Alcohol or drug 
consumption

Probing into reports 
of lack of memory

GRANDD RIIVVVVVVEevidence/informationEevidence/informationRInconsistent RInconsistent 
evidence/informationRevidence/information

SInconsistent SInconsistent 
OOOOOOLLLLLLLUUUU

TTTTIIIIIOOOOOONNSeemingly NSeemingly 
SSSS



How to 
Ask the 

Hard 
Questions

Lay a foundation for the questions

• Explain why you are asking it
• Share the evidence that you are asking 

about, or that you are seeking a 
response to

Be deliberate and mindful in your 
questions:

• Can you tell me what you were thinking 
when….

• Help me understand what you were 
feeling when…

• Are you able to tell me more about…GRANDD RRR•R• I
questions:Iquestions:V
Be deliberate and mindful in your 

V
Be deliberate and mindful in your 
questions:Vquestions:EBe deliberate and mindful in your EBe deliberate and mindful in your 
questions:Equestions:

RRBe deliberate and mindful in your RBe deliberate and mindful in your 
S

about, or that you are seeking a 

S
about, or that you are seeking a 
response toSresponse toSSO
Share the evidence that you are asking 

O
Share the evidence that you are asking 

Oabout, or that you are seeking a Oabout, or that you are seeking a LShare the evidence that you are asking LShare the evidence that you are asking 
about, or that you are seeking a Labout, or that you are seeking a 

U
Explain why you are asking it

U
Explain why you are asking it
Share the evidence that you are asking UShare the evidence that you are asking 

TTTExplain why you are asking itTExplain why you are asking it
Share the evidence that you are asking 

T
Share the evidence that you are asking 

IIIExplain why you are asking itIExplain why you are asking it
OOO

Lay a foundation for the questions

O
Lay a foundation for the questions

Explain why you are asking it
O

Explain why you are asking it

NLay a foundation for the questionsNLay a foundation for the questionsSLay a foundation for the questionsSLay a foundation for the questions



Special Considerations for 
Questioning the Investigator

• The Investigator’s participation in the hearing is as a fact witness;

• Questions directed towards the Investigator shall be limited to facts collected by 
the Investigator pertinent to the Investigation; 

• Neither the Advisors nor the Decision-maker(s) should ask the Investigator(s) 
their opinions on credibility, recommended findings, or determinations;

• The Investigators, Advisors, and parties will refrain from discussion of or 
questions about these assessments. If such information is introduced, the Chair 
will direct that it be disregarded.

G
will direct that it be disregarded.

G
will direct that it be disregarded.Rwill direct that it be disregarded.Rwill direct that it be disregarded.A
The Investigators, Advisors, and parties will refrain from discussion of or 

A
The Investigators, Advisors, and parties will refrain from discussion of or 
questions about these assessments. If such information is introduced, the Chair Aquestions about these assessments. If such information is introduced, the Chair 
will direct that it be disregarded.Awill direct that it be disregarded.NThe Investigators, Advisors, and parties will refrain from discussion of or NThe Investigators, Advisors, and parties will refrain from discussion of or 
questions about these assessments. If such information is introduced, the Chair Nquestions about these assessments. If such information is introduced, the Chair 
will direct that it be disregarded.Nwill direct that it be disregarded.

D
their opinions on credibility, recommended findings, or determinations;

D
their opinions on credibility, recommended findings, or determinations;
The Investigators, Advisors, and parties will refrain from discussion of or DThe Investigators, Advisors, and parties will refrain from discussion of or 

RNeither the Advisors nor the DecisionRNeither the Advisors nor the Decision
their opinions on credibility, recommended findings, or determinations;Rtheir opinions on credibility, recommended findings, or determinations;INeither the Advisors nor the DecisionINeither the Advisors nor the DecisionVthe Investigator pertinent to the Investigation; Vthe Investigator pertinent to the Investigation; 
Neither the Advisors nor the DecisionVNeither the Advisors nor the Decision

E
Questions directed towards the Investigator shall be limited to facts collected by 

E
Questions directed towards the Investigator shall be limited to facts collected by 
the Investigator pertinent to the Investigation; Ethe Investigator pertinent to the Investigation; R
The Investigator’s participation in the hearing is as a fact witness;

R
The Investigator’s participation in the hearing is as a fact witness;

Questions directed towards the Investigator shall be limited to facts collected by RQuestions directed towards the Investigator shall be limited to facts collected by 
the Investigator pertinent to the Investigation; Rthe Investigator pertinent to the Investigation; 

SThe Investigator’s participation in the hearing is as a fact witness;SThe Investigator’s participation in the hearing is as a fact witness;

Questions directed towards the Investigator shall be limited to facts collected by SQuestions directed towards the Investigator shall be limited to facts collected by 
OThe Investigator’s participation in the hearing is as a fact witness;OThe Investigator’s participation in the hearing is as a fact witness;

LUUU
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Questioning the Investigator
I

Questioning the Investigator
IO

Questioning the InvestigatorOQuestioning the InvestigatorNQuestioning the InvestigatorNQuestioning the Investigator S



Special 
Considerations 
for Questioning 
the Investigator

Ask questions about how they conducted their 
investigation

Explore the investigators decision making 

Seek clarity about evidence 
collected

Where it came from

Authenticity of the evidence

Ask factual questions that will assist in evaluation of the 
evidence

If bias is not in issue at the hearing, the Chair should not 
permit irrelevant questions of the investigator that probe 
for bias.GRAND RRIVVVEERRR SSOOOSeek clarity about evidence OSeek clarity about evidence 

LLUU
Explore the investigators decision making UExplore the investigators decision making TExplore the investigators decision making TExplore the investigators decision making IExplore the investigators decision making IExplore the investigators decision making 

OOONNS
Ask questions about how they conducted their 

S
Ask questions about how they conducted their 



Special Considerations 
for Panels

If a panel, decide in advance who will take the 
lead on questioning

Go topic by topic

Ask other panelists if they have questions before 
moving on

Do not speak over each other

Pay attention to the questions of other panelists

Ok to take breaks to consult with each other, to 
reflect, to consult with the TIXC or counsel 

GGG
Pay attention to the questions of other panelists

G
Pay attention to the questions of other panelists

GGOk to take breaks to consult with each other, to GOk to take breaks to consult with each other, to 
RRRPay attention to the questions of other panelistsRPay attention to the questions of other panelistsAAAAAPay attention to the questions of other panelistsAPay attention to the questions of other panelists

NNNNNDDDD RRRRRIVVVEEERR SOLU
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The Advisor’s Role in Questioning

04(a)
GRAND RIVEERR

The Advisor’s Role in Questioning
R

The Advisor’s Role in QuestioningThe Advisor’s Role in QuestioningSThe Advisor’s Role in QuestioningOThe Advisor’s Role in QuestioningOThe Advisor’s Role in Questioning
LU

TIONS



First Decide: To Cross or Not to Cross 
Special Considerations

WILL SUBMITTING TO CROSS 
EXAMINATION SERVE THE PARTY’S 

INTERESTS?

WILL CONDUCTING CROSS 
EXAMINATION SERVE THE 

PARTY’S INTERESTS?G
EXAMINATION SERVE THE PARTY’S 

G
EXAMINATION SERVE THE PARTY’S 

INTERESTS?GINTERESTS?REXAMINATION SERVE THE PARTY’S REXAMINATION SERVE THE PARTY’S 

INTERESTS?RINTERESTS?
AWILL SUBMITTING TO CROSS AWILL SUBMITTING TO CROSS 

EXAMINATION SERVE THE PARTY’S AEXAMINATION SERVE THE PARTY’S 
NWILL SUBMITTING TO CROSS NWILL SUBMITTING TO CROSS 

D RIVER SOLU
TIO

First Decide: To Cross or Not to Cross 
O

First Decide: To Cross or Not to Cross NFirst Decide: To Cross or Not to Cross NFirst Decide: To Cross or Not to Cross SFirst Decide: To Cross or Not to Cross SFirst Decide: To Cross or Not to Cross 



Cross Examination 
Common Approaches

1. Highlight the evidence that supports your advisee’s narrative/version of events and the findings of fact 

that you want the decision maker to make.

2. Obtain/Highlight helpful information.

3. If a witness does not have information that is helpful, ask questions that illustrate that the witness’s 

testimony is unimportant.

4. Highlight bias/lack of bias.

5. Highlight credibility and reliability/lack of credibility or reliability.

6. Address any inconsistencies of the party or witness.
GHighlight credibility and reliability/lack of credibility or reliability.GHighlight credibility and reliability/lack of credibility or reliability.

Address any inconsistencies of the party or witness.
G

Address any inconsistencies of the party or witness.

RHighlight bias/lack of bias.RHighlight bias/lack of bias.

Highlight credibility and reliability/lack of credibility or reliability.RHighlight credibility and reliability/lack of credibility or reliability.
A

testimony is unimportant.

A
testimony is unimportant.

Highlight bias/lack of bias.AHighlight bias/lack of bias. N
If a witness does not have information that is helpful, ask questions that illustrate that the witness’s 

N
If a witness does not have information that is helpful, ask questions that illustrate that the witness’s DIf a witness does not have information that is helpful, ask questions that illustrate that the witness’s DIf a witness does not have information that is helpful, ask questions that illustrate that the witness’s 

RObtain/Highlight helpful information. RObtain/Highlight helpful information. IV
that you want the decision maker to make.Vthat you want the decision maker to make. EHighlight the evidence that supports your advisee’s narrative/version of events and the findings of fact EHighlight the evidence that supports your advisee’s narrative/version of events and the findings of fact RHighlight the evidence that supports your advisee’s narrative/version of events and the findings of fact RHighlight the evidence that supports your advisee’s narrative/version of events and the findings of fact 

SSOOLU
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Questioning
Addressing Inconsistent Statements

1

Confirm

2

Compare

3

Conclude

GGGGRRRRAAAANNNNNNNDDCompareDCompareRRRRCompareRCompare
IIIIVVVVEEEEEERRR SSSOOOOOLLLU

TIO
Addressing Inconsistent Statements

O
Addressing Inconsistent StatementsNAddressing Inconsistent StatementsNAddressing Inconsistent StatementsSAddressing Inconsistent StatementsSAddressing Inconsistent Statements



Example

Statement A:

During her interview with the investigator, Witness Y stated that she overheard Respondent and Complainant 

fighting inside of Complainant’s bedroom. She stated that Complainant came out of the room crying and that 

their face was red and swollen. She stated that Respondent followed Complainant out of the room “looking 

angry” and grabbed Complainant by the arm “aggressively” and pulled them back into the room. The fighting 

then continued.

Statement B:

At the hearing, Witness Y tells the decision maker that while she heard loud voices, it might not have been 

fighting. She also stated that the parties came out of the room together, that Complainant looked upset, that 

Respondent looked concerned, and that they “calmly” went back in the room together.G
fighting. She also stated that the parties came out of the room together, that Complainant looked upset, that 

G
fighting. She also stated that the parties came out of the room together, that Complainant looked upset, that 

Respondent looked concerned, and that they “calmly” went back in the room together.GRespondent looked concerned, and that they “calmly” went back in the room together.
R

At the hearing, Witness Y tells the decision maker that while she heard loud voices, it might not have been 

R
At the hearing, Witness Y tells the decision maker that while she heard loud voices, it might not have been 

fighting. She also stated that the parties came out of the room together, that Complainant looked upset, that Rfighting. She also stated that the parties came out of the room together, that Complainant looked upset, that AAt the hearing, Witness Y tells the decision maker that while she heard loud voices, it might not have been AAt the hearing, Witness Y tells the decision maker that while she heard loud voices, it might not have been 

fighting. She also stated that the parties came out of the room together, that Complainant looked upset, that Afighting. She also stated that the parties came out of the room together, that Complainant looked upset, that 
NAt the hearing, Witness Y tells the decision maker that while she heard loud voices, it might not have been NAt the hearing, Witness Y tells the decision maker that while she heard loud voices, it might not have been 

D R
angry” and grabbed Complainant by the arm “aggressively” and pulled them back into the room. The fighting 

R
angry” and grabbed Complainant by the arm “aggressively” and pulled them back into the room. The fighting Iangry” and grabbed Complainant by the arm “aggressively” and pulled them back into the room. The fighting Iangry” and grabbed Complainant by the arm “aggressively” and pulled them back into the room. The fighting V
their face was red and swollen. She stated that Respondent followed Complainant out of the room “looking 

V
their face was red and swollen. She stated that Respondent followed Complainant out of the room “looking 

angry” and grabbed Complainant by the arm “aggressively” and pulled them back into the room. The fighting Vangry” and grabbed Complainant by the arm “aggressively” and pulled them back into the room. The fighting Etheir face was red and swollen. She stated that Respondent followed Complainant out of the room “looking Etheir face was red and swollen. She stated that Respondent followed Complainant out of the room “looking 

angry” and grabbed Complainant by the arm “aggressively” and pulled them back into the room. The fighting Eangry” and grabbed Complainant by the arm “aggressively” and pulled them back into the room. The fighting 
R

fighting inside of Complainant’s bedroom. She stated that Complainant came out of the room crying and that 

R
fighting inside of Complainant’s bedroom. She stated that Complainant came out of the room crying and that 

Rtheir face was red and swollen. She stated that Respondent followed Complainant out of the room “looking Rtheir face was red and swollen. She stated that Respondent followed Complainant out of the room “looking 
S

During her interview with the investigator, Witness Y stated that she overheard Respondent and Complainant 

S
During her interview with the investigator, Witness Y stated that she overheard Respondent and Complainant 

fighting inside of Complainant’s bedroom. She stated that Complainant came out of the room crying and that Sfighting inside of Complainant’s bedroom. She stated that Complainant came out of the room crying and that 
ODuring her interview with the investigator, Witness Y stated that she overheard Respondent and Complainant ODuring her interview with the investigator, Witness Y stated that she overheard Respondent and Complainant 

fighting inside of Complainant’s bedroom. She stated that Complainant came out of the room crying and that 
O

fighting inside of Complainant’s bedroom. She stated that Complainant came out of the room crying and that 

LDuring her interview with the investigator, Witness Y stated that she overheard Respondent and Complainant LDuring her interview with the investigator, Witness Y stated that she overheard Respondent and Complainant 
UUTTTTTIIIIONS



Confirm

• Witness Y, earlier today you were 
asked about what you heard and saw 
on the night in question…

• And you indicated that you heard loud 
voices, but that you are not sure if it 
was fighting, is that correct?

• You also said that the parties came 
out together and then went back into 
the room, is that what you saw?

• And you are sure of this?

G
And you are sure of this?

G
And you are sure of this?

GR
the room, is that what you saw?

R
the room, is that what you saw?
And you are sure of this? RAnd you are sure of this? A
out together and then went back into 

A
out together and then went back into 
the room, is that what you saw?Athe room, is that what you saw?N
You also said that the parties came 

N
You also said that the parties came 
out together and then went back into Nout together and then went back into 
the room, is that what you saw?Nthe room, is that what you saw?

DYou also said that the parties came DYou also said that the parties came 
out together and then went back into Dout together and then went back into 

RIVVVEEERR SOLU
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Compare

• Witness Y, this isn’t the first time you 
shared your observations of 
Complainant and Respondent that 
night, is it?

• Did you talk to the investigator about 
this?

• And that statement was provided just 
two days after the incident, correct?

• Do you recall what you said to the the 
investigator?

• Did you tell the investigator the truth 
when you were interviewed?

G
when you were interviewed?

G
when you were interviewed?

GRDid you tell the investigator the truth RDid you tell the investigator the truth 
when you were interviewed?Rwhen you were interviewed?ADid you tell the investigator the truth ADid you tell the investigator the truth 
when you were interviewed?Awhen you were interviewed?

N
Do you recall what you said to the the 

N
Do you recall what you said to the the 

Did you tell the investigator the truth NDid you tell the investigator the truth 

D
two days after the incident, correct?

D
two days after the incident, correct?

Do you recall what you said to the the DDo you recall what you said to the the 
RIVVVEEERR SOLU

TIONS



Conclude

• Witness Y, when you spoke to the investigator, you indicated that you heard 
fighting, correct?

• And that Complainant came out of the room crying, isn’t that right?

• And that Respondent came out looking angry, correct?
• You also stated that you saw Respondent grab Complainant and drag them back 

into the room, isn’t that true?

• Since speaking with the investigator, you and Complainant have had a falling 
out, haven’t you?

GRAN
Since speaking with the investigator, you and Complainant have had a falling 

N
Since speaking with the investigator, you and Complainant have had a falling D
into the room, isn’t that true?

D
into the room, isn’t that true?

DSince speaking with the investigator, you and Complainant have had a falling DSince speaking with the investigator, you and Complainant have had a falling 
RYou also stated that you saw Respondent grab Complainant and drag them back RYou also stated that you saw Respondent grab Complainant and drag them back IYou also stated that you saw Respondent grab Complainant and drag them back IYou also stated that you saw Respondent grab Complainant and drag them back V

And that Respondent came out looking angry, correct?

V
And that Respondent came out looking angry, correct?
You also stated that you saw Respondent grab Complainant and drag them back VYou also stated that you saw Respondent grab Complainant and drag them back EAnd that Respondent came out looking angry, correct?EAnd that Respondent came out looking angry, correct?RAnd that Complainant came out of the room crying, isn’t that right?RAnd that Complainant came out of the room crying, isn’t that right?

And that Respondent came out looking angry, correct?RAnd that Respondent came out looking angry, correct?
SAnd that Complainant came out of the room crying, isn’t that right?SAnd that Complainant came out of the room crying, isn’t that right?
O

Witness Y, when you spoke to the investigator, you indicated that you heard 

O
Witness Y, when you spoke to the investigator, you indicated that you heard 

And that Complainant came out of the room crying, isn’t that right?
O

And that Complainant came out of the room crying, isn’t that right?

LWitness Y, when you spoke to the investigator, you indicated that you heard LWitness Y, when you spoke to the investigator, you indicated that you heard UUUWitness Y, when you spoke to the investigator, you indicated that you heard UWitness Y, when you spoke to the investigator, you indicated that you heard 
TTTTIIONS



The Do’s of Conducting Cross

Be efficient

Highlight the portions 
of their testimony 
that support your 
advisee’s  narrative.

Listen.

Do make your points 
through pointed and 
calm questioning

Be prepared to go 
down a road that you 
hadn’t considered or 

anticipated exploring.

Do raise concerns 
about credibility and 
reliability

Take your time. Be 
thoughtful. Ask for 
breaks if you need it.

GTake your time. Be GTake your time. Be 
thoughtful. Ask for Gthoughtful. Ask for 

RTake your time. Be RTake your time. Be 
ANDD RRRIIVBe prepared to go VBe prepared to go EBe prepared to go EBe prepared to go 

R
advisee’s  narrative.

R
advisee’s  narrative.S
that support your 

S
that support your 
advisee’s  narrative.Sadvisee’s  narrative.O
of their testimony 

O
of their testimony 
that support your Othat support your 
advisee’s  narrative.Oadvisee’s  narrative.

L
Highlight the portions 

L
Highlight the portions 
of their testimony Lof their testimony 
that support your Lthat support your 

UHighlight the portions UHighlight the portions THighlight the portions THighlight the portions 
IOON

The Do’s of Conducting Cross
N

The Do’s of Conducting Cross SThe Do’s of Conducting Cross SThe Do’s of Conducting Cross



The Do Nots of Cross Examination: 

Don’t rehash 
everything a 

witness has said.

Don’t call folks 
liars or attack 

them.

Don’t rant, rave, 
lose your 
temper.

GRAANNNNNNDDD RIliars or attack Iliars or attack Vliars or attack Vliars or attack 
them.Vthem.
EDon’t call folks EDon’t call folks 

liars or attack Eliars or attack 
RDon’t call folks RDon’t call folks SSSDon’t call folks SDon’t call folks 

OOOOLLU
TIOON

The Do Nots of Cross Examination: 
N

The Do Nots of Cross Examination: SThe Do Nots of Cross Examination: SThe Do Nots of Cross Examination: 



Observe and Listen

Be open to adjusting 
plans or strategy 

based on information 
presented at the 

hearing.

Make note of any 
issues that you think 
may be appropriate 

for appeal.

GGGRRRhearing.Rhearing.hearing.Rhearing.AA
presented at the 

A
presented at the 

hearing.Ahearing.hearing.Ahearing.hearing.Ahearing.NNN
presented at the Npresented at the 

hearing.Nhearing.hearing.Nhearing.
D

based on information 
D

based on information 
presented at the Dpresented at the 

RRbased on information Rbased on information based on information Rbased on information based on information Rbased on information IIIbased on information Ibased on information based on information Ibased on information based on information Ibased on information VVVVbased on information Vbased on information 
EEERRR SSSOOOLLLUUU

TTIONObserve and ListenNObserve and Listen S



The Decision Maker’s Role in 
Advisor Questioning

04(b)
GRAND RIVEERR

Advisor Questioning
R

Advisor QuestioningSAdvisor QuestioningSAdvisor QuestioningO
The Decision Maker’s Role in 

O
The Decision Maker’s Role in 
Advisor QuestioningOAdvisor Questioning

LThe Decision Maker’s Role in LThe Decision Maker’s Role in UThe Decision Maker’s Role in UThe Decision Maker’s Role in 
T

The Decision Maker’s Role in 
T

The Decision Maker’s Role in 
IONS



Cross Examination
Who does it?

Must be conducted 
by the advisor

If party does not 
appear or does not 
participate, advisor 

can appear and cross

If party does not 
have an advisor, 
institution must 

provide one

GRRRAAAANNNNNNNNNcan appear and crossNcan appear and crossDDDparticipate, advisor Dparticipate, advisor 
can appear and crossDcan appear and cross

Rappear or does not Rappear or does not 
participate, advisor Rparticipate, advisor 

Iappear or does not Iappear or does not VIf party does not VIf party does not 
appear or does not Vappear or does not 

EIf party does not EIf party does not RRRRIf party does not RIf party does not 
SSSSOOOLLLUU
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The Role of the Decision Maker 
During Questioning by the Advisors

The Chair has final say on all questions and determinations of relevance. The parties and their advisors are not permitted to
make objections during the hearing. If they feel that ruling is incorrect, the proper forum to raise that objection is on app eal.

The Chair will state their decision on the question for the record and advise the Party/Witness to whom the question was 
directed, accordingly. The Chair will explain any decision to exclude a question as not relevant, or to reframe it for relevance.

The Chair will limit or disallow questions on the basis that they are irrelevant, unduly repetitious (and thus irrelevant), or abusive.

Chair will determine whether the question will be permitted, disallowed, or rephrased The Chair may explore arguments 
regarding relevance with the Advisors.

After the Advisor poses a question, the proceeding will pause to allow the Chair to consider it.

GG
directed, accordingly. The Chair will explain any decision to exclude a question as not relevant, or to reframe it for releva

G
directed, accordingly. The Chair will explain any decision to exclude a question as not relevant, or to reframe it for relevaR

The Chair will state their decision on the question for the record and advise the Party/Witness to whom the question was 

R
The Chair will state their decision on the question for the record and advise the Party/Witness to whom the question was 

directed, accordingly. The Chair will explain any decision to exclude a question as not relevant, or to reframe it for relevaRdirected, accordingly. The Chair will explain any decision to exclude a question as not relevant, or to reframe it for relevaAThe Chair will state their decision on the question for the record and advise the Party/Witness to whom the question was AThe Chair will state their decision on the question for the record and advise the Party/Witness to whom the question was 
directed, accordingly. The Chair will explain any decision to exclude a question as not relevant, or to reframe it for relevaAdirected, accordingly. The Chair will explain any decision to exclude a question as not relevant, or to reframe it for relevaAANThe Chair will state their decision on the question for the record and advise the Party/Witness to whom the question was NThe Chair will state their decision on the question for the record and advise the Party/Witness to whom the question was NND

The Chair will limit or disallow questions on the basis that they are irrelevant, unduly repetitious (and thus irrelevant), o

D
The Chair will limit or disallow questions on the basis that they are irrelevant, unduly repetitious (and thus irrelevant), oRThe Chair will limit or disallow questions on the basis that they are irrelevant, unduly repetitious (and thus irrelevant), oRThe Chair will limit or disallow questions on the basis that they are irrelevant, unduly repetitious (and thus irrelevant), oRRIIIVVV

regarding relevance with the Advisors.

V
regarding relevance with the Advisors.E

Chair will determine whether the question will be permitted, disallowed, or rephrased The Chair may explore arguments 

E
Chair will determine whether the question will be permitted, disallowed, or rephrased The Chair may explore arguments 

Eregarding relevance with the Advisors.Eregarding relevance with the Advisors.RChair will determine whether the question will be permitted, disallowed, or rephrased The Chair may explore arguments RChair will determine whether the question will be permitted, disallowed, or rephrased The Chair may explore arguments Rregarding relevance with the Advisors.Rregarding relevance with the Advisors.R SChair will determine whether the question will be permitted, disallowed, or rephrased The Chair may explore arguments SChair will determine whether the question will be permitted, disallowed, or rephrased The Chair may explore arguments SSOO
After the Advisor poses a question, the proceeding will pause to allow the Chair to consider it.

O
After the Advisor poses a question, the proceeding will pause to allow the Chair to consider it.LAfter the Advisor poses a question, the proceeding will pause to allow the Chair to consider it.LAfter the Advisor poses a question, the proceeding will pause to allow the Chair to consider it.UUUUAfter the Advisor poses a question, the proceeding will pause to allow the Chair to consider it.UAfter the Advisor poses a question, the proceeding will pause to allow the Chair to consider it.

TTTTTTIIII
During Questioning by the Advisors

I
During Questioning by the AdvisorsODuring Questioning by the AdvisorsODuring Questioning by the AdvisorsNDuring Questioning by the AdvisorsNDuring Questioning by the AdvisorsSThe Role of the Decision Maker SThe Role of the Decision Maker 
During Questioning by the AdvisorsSDuring Questioning by the Advisors



When Assessing Relevance, the 
Decision Maker Can:

Ask the Advisor why their question is relevant

Take a break 

Ask their own questions of the party/witness

Review the hearing record
G

Review the hearing record
G

Review the hearing recordRReview the hearing recordRReview the hearing recordAAReview the hearing recordAReview the hearing recordNNReview the hearing recordNReview the hearing record
D

Ask their own questions of the party/witness
D

Ask their own questions of the party/witnessRAsk their own questions of the party/witnessRAsk their own questions of the party/witnessIIAsk their own questions of the party/witnessIAsk their own questions of the party/witnessVVAsk their own questions of the party/witnessVAsk their own questions of the party/witness
ER SSO

Ask the Advisor why their question is relevant

O
Ask the Advisor why their question is relevant

OLAsk the Advisor why their question is relevantLAsk the Advisor why their question is relevantUAsk the Advisor why their question is relevantUAsk the Advisor why their question is relevantTTAsk the Advisor why their question is relevantTAsk the Advisor why their question is relevant
IIOONS
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Deliberations
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Weighing the Evidence & Making 
a Determination

1. Evaluate the relevant evidence 
collected to determine what weight, if 
any, you will afford that item of 
evidence in your final determination;

2. Apply the standard of proof and the 
evidence to each element of the 
alleged policy violation;

3. Make a determination as to whether or 
not there has been a policy violation.
Make a determination as to whether or 

G
Make a determination as to whether or 

G
Make a determination as to whether or 
not there has been a policy violation.Gnot there has been a policy violation.R
alleged policy violation;

R
alleged policy violation;

Make a determination as to whether or RMake a determination as to whether or Aalleged policy violation;Aalleged policy violation;

Make a determination as to whether or AMake a determination as to whether or 
N

evidence to each element of the 
N

evidence to each element of the 
alleged policy violation;Nalleged policy violation;

D
Apply the standard of proof and the 

D
Apply the standard of proof and the 
evidence to each element of the Devidence to each element of the 

R
evidence in your final determination;

R
evidence in your final determination;

Apply the standard of proof and the RApply the standard of proof and the Ievidence in your final determination;Ievidence in your final determination;Vevidence in your final determination;Vevidence in your final determination;E
collected to determine what weight, if 

E
collected to determine what weight, if 

evidence in your final determination;Eevidence in your final determination;
Rcollected to determine what weight, if Rcollected to determine what weight, if R SOLLUU

TTIO
Weighing the Evidence & Making 

O
Weighing the Evidence & Making NWeighing the Evidence & Making NWeighing the Evidence & Making SWeighing the Evidence & Making SWeighing the Evidence & Making 



Preponderance of the 
Evidence 

More likely than not Does not mean 100% true or 
accurate

A finding of responsibility = 
There was sufficient reliable, 
credible evidence to support 

a finding, by a 
preponderance of the 

evidence, that the policy was 
violated

A finding of not responsible 
= There was not sufficient 

reliable, credible evidence to 
support a finding, by a 
preponderance of the 

evidence, that the policy was 
violated

GGGGGGRRRevidence, that the policy was Revidence, that the policy was RRRApreponderance of the Apreponderance of the 
evidence, that the policy was Aevidence, that the policy was 

N
credible evidence to support 

N
credible evidence to support 

a finding, by a Na finding, by a 
preponderance of the Npreponderance of the 

D
A finding of responsibility = 

D
A finding of responsibility = 

There was sufficient reliable, DThere was sufficient reliable, 
credible evidence to support Dcredible evidence to support 

a finding, by a Da finding, by a 

RRRA finding of responsibility = RA finding of responsibility = 
There was sufficient reliable, RThere was sufficient reliable, 

IIIIA finding of responsibility = IA finding of responsibility = VVVVVVVA finding of responsibility = VA finding of responsibility = 

EEEERRRRRRRR SSS
Does not mean 100% true or 

S
Does not mean 100% true or ODoes not mean 100% true or ODoes not mean 100% true or LDoes not mean 100% true or LDoes not mean 100% true or 

UUTTTTIIIIOON
Preponderance of the 

N
Preponderance of the SPreponderance of the SPreponderance of the 



Findings of Fact
• A "finding of fact" 

• The decision whether events, actions, or conduct 
occurred, or a piece of evidence is what it purports to 
be

• Based on available evidence and information
• Determined by a preponderance of evidence standard 
• Determined by the fact finder(s)

• For example...
• Complainant reports that they and Respondent ate ice 

cream prior to the incident
• Respondent says that they did not eat ice cream
• Witness 1 produces a timestamped photo of 

Respondent eating ice cream
• Next steps?

GRANDD RFor example...RFor example...
I•I• V• V• Determined by a preponderance of evidence standard VDetermined by a preponderance of evidence standard 

Determined by the fact finder(s)VDetermined by the fact finder(s)
EBased on available evidence and informationEBased on available evidence and information

Determined by a preponderance of evidence standard EDetermined by a preponderance of evidence standard 
RBased on available evidence and informationRBased on available evidence and information

S
The decision whether events, actions, or conduct 

S
The decision whether events, actions, or conduct 
occurred, Soccurred, or Sor O

A "finding of fact" 

O
A "finding of fact" 

The decision whether events, actions, or conduct OThe decision whether events, actions, or conduct 
or Oor a piece of evidence is what it purports to Oa piece of evidence is what it purports to 

LA "finding of fact" LA "finding of fact" 
The decision whether events, actions, or conduct LThe decision whether events, actions, or conduct 

UT
Findings of Fact

T
Findings of FactIFindings of FactIFindings of FactOFindings of FactOFindings of FactNFindings of FactNFindings of FactSFindings of FactSFindings of Fact



Policy Analysis

• Break down the policy 
into elements

• Organize the facts by 
the element to which 
they relate

GRAND R
Organize the facts by 

R
Organize the facts by 
the element to which Rthe element to which IOrganize the facts by IOrganize the facts by 
the element to which Ithe element to which VOrganize the facts by VOrganize the facts by ER SOLUU
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Allegation: Fondling

Fondling is the:
❑ touching of the private body parts of another person
❑ for the purpose of sexual gratification,
❑ Forcibly and/or without the consent of the Complainant,

❑ including instances where the Complainant is incapable of 
giving consent because of their age or because of their 
temporary or permanent mental or physical incapacity.

GR
temporary or permanent mental or physical incapacity.

R
temporary or permanent mental or physical incapacity.

RA
giving consent because of their age or 

A
giving consent because of their age or 
temporary or permanent mental or physical incapacity.Atemporary or permanent mental or physical incapacity.ANgiving consent because of their age or Ngiving consent because of their age or 
temporary or permanent mental or physical incapacity.Ntemporary or permanent mental or physical incapacity.

Dincluding instances where the Complainant is incapable of Dincluding instances where the Complainant is incapable of 
giving consent because of their age or Dgiving consent because of their age or 

RForcibly and/or without the consent of the Complainant,RForcibly and/or without the consent of the Complainant,
including instances where the Complainant is incapable of Rincluding instances where the Complainant is incapable of 

IForcibly and/or without the consent of the Complainant,IForcibly and/or without the consent of the Complainant,Vfor the purpose of sexual gratification,Vfor the purpose of sexual gratification,
Forcibly and/or without the consent of the Complainant,VForcibly and/or without the consent of the Complainant,

E
touching of the private body parts of another person

E
touching of the private body parts of another person
for the purpose of sexual gratification,Efor the purpose of sexual gratification,Rtouching of the private body parts of another personRtouching of the private body parts of another person
for the purpose of sexual gratification,Rfor the purpose of sexual gratification,

Stouching of the private body parts of another personStouching of the private body parts of another person
OLUUU
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Touching of the private 
body parts of another 

person

For the purpose of 
sexual gratification

Without consent due to lack 
of capacity

Undisputed: Complainant 
and Respondent agree 
that there was contact 
between Respondent’s 
hand and Complainant’s 
vagina.

Respondent acknowledges 
and admits this element in 
their statement with 
investigators.

“We were hooking up. 
Complainant started 
kissing me and was really 
into it. It went from there. 
Complainant guided my 
hand down her pants…”

Complainant: drank more than 
12 drinks, vomited, no recall
Respondent: C was aware and 
participating
Witness 1: observed C vomit
Witness 2: C was playing beer 
pong and could barely stand
Witness 3: C was drunk but 
seemed fine
Witness 4: carried C to the 
basement couch and left her 
there to sleep it off.

Analysis Grid

GRAAAComplainant guided my AComplainant guided my NNN
kissing me and was really 

N
kissing me and was really 
into it. It went from there. Ninto it. It went from there. 
Complainant guided my NComplainant guided my 

D
Complainant started 

D
Complainant started 
kissing me and was really Dkissing me and was really 
into it. It went from there. Dinto it. It went from there. 

R“We were hooking up. R“We were hooking up. 
Complainant started RComplainant started I“We were hooking up. I“We were hooking up. V
investigators.

V
investigators.

“We were hooking up. V“We were hooking up. 
Einvestigators.Einvestigators. R

their statement with 

R
their statement with Sand admits this element in Sand admits this element in 
their statement with Stheir statement with O
Respondent acknowledges 

O
Respondent acknowledges 
and admits this element in Oand admits this element in LLLLRespondent acknowledges LRespondent acknowledges 
and admits this element in Land admits this element in 

UUUUUURespondent acknowledges URespondent acknowledges Complainant: drank more than UComplainant: drank more than 
TTTIOO
Without consent due to lack OWithout consent due to lack NNNWithout consent due to lack NWithout consent due to lack 
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Apply Preponderance Standard to 
Each Element

Touching of the private 
body parts of another 

person

For the purpose of 
sexual gratification

Without consent due to lack 
of capacity

Undisputed: Complainant 
and Respondent agree 
that there was contact 
between Respondent’s 
hand and Complainant’s 
vagina.

Respondent acknowledges 
and admits this element in 
their statement with 
investigators.

“We were hooking up. 
Complainant started 
kissing me and was really 
into it. It went from there. 
Complainant guided my 
hand down her pants…”

Complainant: drank more than 
12 drinks, vomited, no recall
Respondent: C was aware and 
participating
Witness 1: observed C vomit
Witness 2: C was playing beer 
pong and could barely stand
Witness 3: C was drunk but 
seemed fine
Witness 4: carried C to the 
basement couch and left her 
there to sleep it off.there to sleep it off.GRRRAAA

kissing me and was really 

A
kissing me and was really 
into it. It went from there. Ainto it. It went from there. 
Complainant guided my AComplainant guided my 
N

Complainant started 

N
Complainant started 
kissing me and was really Nkissing me and was really 
into it. It went from there. Ninto it. It went from there. 

D
“We were hooking up. 

D
“We were hooking up. 
Complainant started DComplainant started 
kissing me and was really Dkissing me and was really 

R“We were hooking up. R“We were hooking up. 
Complainant started RComplainant started RI“We were hooking up. I“We were hooking up. IV
investigators.

V
investigators.

“We were hooking up. 
V

“We were hooking up. 
VE

their statement with 

E
their statement with 

ERtheir statement with Rtheir statement with S
Respondent acknowledges 

S
Respondent acknowledges 
and admits this element in Sand admits this element in OOORespondent acknowledges ORespondent acknowledges 
and admits this element in Oand admits this element in 

LLLLLLRespondent acknowledges LRespondent acknowledges Complainant: drank more than LComplainant: drank more than 
UUUUUT
Without consent due to lack 

T
Without consent due to lack IWithout consent due to lack IWithout consent due to lack OOOWithout consent due to lack OWithout consent due to lack NNNS



Did You Also Analyze…?
(if required by policy)

On campus?

Program or Activity?

In a building owned/controlled by a recognized student organization?

Substantial control over respondent and context?

Complainant was attempting to access program/activity?
GGG

Complainant was attempting to access program/activity?
G

Complainant was attempting to access program/activity?RRRRComplainant was attempting to access program/activity?RComplainant was attempting to access program/activity?AAAAAComplainant was attempting to access program/activity?AComplainant was attempting to access program/activity?
NNN

Substantial control over respondent and context?
N

Substantial control over respondent and context?
NDDDSubstantial control over respondent and context?DSubstantial control over respondent and context?

RRR
In a building owned/controlled by a 

R
In a building owned/controlled by a 

RRIIIIn a building owned/controlled by a IIn a building owned/controlled by a VVVVIn a building owned/controlled by a VIn a building owned/controlled by a EEEIn a building owned/controlled by a EIn a building owned/controlled by a 
RRRRR SSSOOOOOLLLLUUU
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• The allegations
• Description of all procedural steps
• Findings of fact
• Conclusion of application of facts to 

the policy
• Rationale for each allegation
• Sanctions and remedies
• Procedure for appeal

Final Report

• The allegations
• Description of all procedural steps
• Findings of fact
• Conclusion of application of facts to 

the policy
Rationale for each allegation

• Sanctions and remedies
• Procedure for appeal

GRANNNDDD•D• R
the policy
R
the policy
Rationale for each allegationRRationale for each allegation
Ithe policyIthe policyV

Conclusion of application of facts to 
V

Conclusion of application of facts to 
the policyVthe policyV
Conclusion of application of facts to 
V

Conclusion of application of facts to 
the policyVthe policyEConclusion of application of facts to EConclusion of application of facts to 
the policyEthe policy
Conclusion of application of facts to EConclusion of application of facts to R
Findings of fact

R
Findings of fact
Conclusion of application of facts to RConclusion of application of facts to 

SFindings of factSFindings of factO
Description of all procedural steps

O
Description of all procedural steps
Findings of factOFindings of fact

LDescription of all procedural stepsLDescription of all procedural stepsU
The allegations

U
The allegations
Description of all procedural stepsUDescription of all procedural steps

TThe allegationsTThe allegations IOOONNNS



The Final 
Determination 
Should STAND
On Its OwnOn Its Own Simple and Easy to Comprehend

Transparent/Clear

Accurate

Neutral/Unbiased

Draw Attention to Significant 
Evidence and IssuesD

Simple and Easy to ComprehendS

DD
NNN
AAA
T

GRAND RIVVVVEEEEEEEERRARARRRARASSSSSSSSSSASAASA
OOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOLUUUUUU

TTTTTTTTIIIIISimple and Easy to ComprehendISimple and Easy to ComprehendOOOSimple and Easy to ComprehendOSimple and Easy to ComprehendNNNNSimple and Easy to ComprehendNSimple and Easy to Comprehend
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Scenario 1

Respondent appears at the hearing with 
Witness 7. Respondent would like 
Witness 7 to provide information 
testimony about text messages between 
them and Complainant that indicate that 
Complainant has made the allegations 
up.

• Can the HP hear from Witness 7 at 
the hearing?

GRANDD R
Complainant has made the allegations 
R
Complainant has made the allegations 
up.Rup.IComplainant has made the allegations IComplainant has made the allegations 
up.Iup.

them and Complainant that indicate that 
V

them and Complainant that indicate that 
VComplainant has made the allegations VComplainant has made the allegations 

them and Complainant that indicate that 
Complainant has made the allegations 
them and Complainant that indicate that 

V
them and Complainant that indicate that 
Complainant has made the allegations 
them and Complainant that indicate that 

up.Vup.

testimony about text messages between 

E
testimony about text messages between 
them and Complainant that indicate that Ethem and Complainant that indicate that 
testimony about text messages between 
them and Complainant that indicate that 
testimony about text messages between 

E
testimony about text messages between 
them and Complainant that indicate that 
testimony about text messages between 

Complainant has made the allegations EComplainant has made the allegations 
them and Complainant that indicate that 
Complainant has made the allegations 
them and Complainant that indicate that Ethem and Complainant that indicate that 
Complainant has made the allegations 
them and Complainant that indicate that 
testimony about text messages between Rtestimony about text messages between 
them and Complainant that indicate that Rthem and Complainant that indicate that 
testimony about text messages between 
them and Complainant that indicate that 
testimony about text messages between Rtestimony about text messages between 
them and Complainant that indicate that 
testimony about text messages between 
Witness 7 to provide information SWitness 7 to provide information 
testimony about text messages between Stestimony about text messages between 
Witness 7 to provide information 
testimony about text messages between 
Witness 7 to provide information SWitness 7 to provide information 
testimony about text messages between 
Witness 7 to provide information OWitness 7.OWitness 7. Respondent would like ORespondent would like 
Respondent appears at the hearing with 

Respondent would like 
Respondent appears at the hearing with 

O
Respondent appears at the hearing with 

Respondent would like 
Respondent appears at the hearing with 

Witness 7 to provide information OWitness 7 to provide information 
Respondent would like 

Witness 7 to provide information 
Respondent would like ORespondent would like 

Witness 7 to provide information 
Respondent would like 

testimony about text messages between Otestimony about text messages between 
Witness 7 to provide information 
testimony about text messages between 
Witness 7 to provide information OWitness 7 to provide information 
testimony about text messages between 
Witness 7 to provide information 

Respondent appears at the hearing with LRespondent appears at the hearing with 
Respondent would like LRespondent would like 

Respondent appears at the hearing with 
Respondent would like 

Respondent appears at the hearing with LRespondent appears at the hearing with 
Respondent would like 

Respondent appears at the hearing with URespondent appears at the hearing with URespondent appears at the hearing with 
Respondent would like URespondent would like 

Respondent appears at the hearing with 
Respondent would like 

Respondent appears at the hearing with URespondent appears at the hearing with 
Respondent would like 

Respondent appears at the hearing with TRespondent appears at the hearing with TRespondent appears at the hearing with 
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Scenario 2A
Respondent provides a polygraph 
report to investigators wherein it is 
concluded that Respondent is not 
being deceptive when denying the 
allegations.

• The Investigator determines the 
report is irrelevant. Must the 
Investigator share the report 
with the decision maker?GRANDD RIV

allegations.
V

allegations.Eallegations.Eallegations.R
being deceptive when denying the 

R
being deceptive when denying the 
allegations.Rallegations.

S
concluded that Respondent is not 

S
concluded that Respondent is not 
being deceptive when denying the Sbeing deceptive when denying the O
report to investigators wherein it is 

O
report to investigators wherein it is 
concluded that Respondent is not Oconcluded that Respondent is not 
being deceptive when denying the Obeing deceptive when denying the 

Lreport to investigators wherein it is Lreport to investigators wherein it is 
concluded that Respondent is not Lconcluded that Respondent is not 

U
Respondent provides a polygraph 

U
Respondent provides a polygraph 
report to investigators wherein it is Ureport to investigators wherein it is TRespondent provides a polygraph TRespondent provides a polygraph 
report to investigators wherein it is Treport to investigators wherein it is 

IRespondent provides a polygraph IRespondent provides a polygraph O
Scenario 2A

O
Scenario 2A
Respondent provides a polygraph ORespondent provides a polygraph 

NS



Scenario 2B
Respondent provides a polygraph report 
to Investigators wherein it is concluded 
that Respondent is not being deceptive 
when denying the allegations. The 
polygrapher appears and answers all 
relevant questions on cross.

• Must the Hearing Panel find 
Respondent not responsible 
because of the findings in the 
report?GRANDD R

relevant questions on cross.

R
relevant questions on cross.Irelevant questions on cross.Irelevant questions on cross.V
polygrapher appears and answers all 

V
polygrapher appears and answers all 
relevant questions on cross.Vrelevant questions on cross.Epolygrapher appears and answers all Epolygrapher appears and answers all 
relevant questions on cross.Erelevant questions on cross.

R
when denying the allegations. The 

R
when denying the allegations. The 
polygrapher appears and answers all Rpolygrapher appears and answers all 

S
that Respondent is not being deceptive 

S
that Respondent is not being deceptive 
when denying the allegations. The Swhen denying the allegations. The O
to Investigators wherein it is concluded 

O
to Investigators wherein it is concluded 
that Respondent is not being deceptive Othat Respondent is not being deceptive 
when denying the allegations. The Owhen denying the allegations. The 

L
Respondent provides a polygraph report 

L
Respondent provides a polygraph report 
to Investigators wherein it is concluded Lto Investigators wherein it is concluded 
that Respondent is not being deceptive Lthat Respondent is not being deceptive 

URespondent provides a polygraph report URespondent provides a polygraph report 
to Investigators wherein it is concluded Uto Investigators wherein it is concluded 

TRespondent provides a polygraph report TRespondent provides a polygraph report 
to Investigators wherein it is concluded 

T
to Investigators wherein it is concluded 

IRespondent provides a polygraph report IRespondent provides a polygraph report OScenario 2BOScenario 2B
Respondent provides a polygraph report ORespondent provides a polygraph report 
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Case Study

The Formal Complaint charges Respondent with sexual assault for engaging in
sexual contact with Complainant when she was incapacitated by alcohol.
Specifically, Complainant alleges that she was at a party with friends when they
met Respondent. Complainant reported that prior to the party she pre-gamed
with Witness 1 and they split a bottle of prosecco. Complainant stated that
while at the party, Respondent and Witness 2 approached her and her friend,
Witness 3, and asked if they would be their partners in a round of beer pong.
Complainant reported that she paired up with Respondent and they played
several rounds. She further alleged that that Respondent was the one who
filled their cups. Complainant stated that she ”got drunk fast” and her last
memory was of Respondent handing her a celebratory shot because they had
won the tournament. Her next memory was waking up on a couch in a
bedroom that was unfamiliar to her, naked from the waist down. Respondent
was on the floor next to her, asleep. He was under a blanket but was also
naked. Gthe Gthe floorGfloorRwasRwas

floorRfloor nextRnextA
Respondent

A
Respondent

tournamentAtournament
was Awas unfamiliarAunfamiliar

nextAnext

N
Complainant

N
Complainant

RespondentNRespondent
tournamentNtournament.N. HerNHer

D
further

D
further

ComplainantDComplainant
RespondentDRespondent

RsheRshe
allegedRallegedI
wouldIwould

she Ishe pairedIpaired
allegedIalleged

V
and

V
and

wouldVwould beVbe
pairedVpaired

E
bottle

E
bottle

and Eand WitnessEWitness
beEbe

R
reported

R
reported

bottleRbottle ofRof
WitnessRWitness

SwasSwas
thatSthat priorSprior

proseccoSprosecco
OsheOshe wasOwas

was Owas atOat aOa
priorOprior

Lwith Lwith sexualLsexual
wasLwasUsexualUsexual

incapacitatedUincapacitated
TTsexualTsexual
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Witness 1

Witness 1 was interviewed by the investigator and reported that she and Complainant are 
roommates, but they are not close. Witness 1 is an athlete and tends to hang out with her 
teammates. She stated that for this reason, they rarely hang-out, but that the night of the alleged 
incident they did because they were planning on going to the same party. Witness 1 stated that they 
split a bottle of prosecco, but that Complainant drank most of it because Witness 1 had an early 
practice the next morning and didn’t want to get “too messed up.” Witness 1 said that they went to 
the party together, but then went their separate ways. Witness 1 stated that towards the end of the 
night, she saw Complainant and described her as “a disaster.” She also reported that Respondent 
was ”practically carrying her” and she approached them and offered to take Complainant home. 
According to Witness 1, Complainant said she was fine, but her words were slurred, and she could 
barely stand. Witness 1 told Respondent to take care of her and he said, “I’m just going to put her to 
bed.” She didn’t see either party again that night.

At the hearing, Witness 1 gave testimony that was substantially the same as what she told the 
investigator. GAt the hearing, Witness 1 gave testimony that was substantially the same as what she told the GAt the hearing, Witness 1 gave testimony that was substantially the same as what she told the R
bed.” She didn’t see either party again that night.

R
bed.” She didn’t see either party again that night.

At the hearing, Witness 1 gave testimony that was substantially the same as what she told the RAt the hearing, Witness 1 gave testimony that was substantially the same as what she told the 
A

barely stand. Witness 1 told Respondent to take care of her and he said, “I’m just going to put her to 

A
barely stand. Witness 1 told Respondent to take care of her and he said, “I’m just going to put her to 
bed.” She didn’t see either party again that night.Abed.” She didn’t see either party again that night.N
According to Witness 1, Complainant said she was fine, but her words were slurred, and she could 

N
According to Witness 1, Complainant said she was fine, but her words were slurred, and she could 
barely stand. Witness 1 told Respondent to take care of her and he said, “I’m just going to put her to Nbarely stand. Witness 1 told Respondent to take care of her and he said, “I’m just going to put her to 
bed.” She didn’t see either party again that night.Nbed.” She didn’t see either party again that night.
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According to Witness 1, Complainant said she was fine, but her words were slurred, and she could DAccording to Witness 1, Complainant said she was fine, but her words were slurred, and she could 
barely stand. Witness 1 told Respondent to take care of her and he said, “I’m just going to put her to Dbarely stand. Witness 1 told Respondent to take care of her and he said, “I’m just going to put her to 

Rnight, she saw Complainant and described her as “a disaster.” She also reported that Respondent Rnight, she saw Complainant and described her as “a disaster.” She also reported that Respondent 
was ”practically carrying her” and she approached them and offered to take Complainant home. Rwas ”practically carrying her” and she approached them and offered to take Complainant home. 
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practice the next morning and didn’t want to get “too messed up.” Witness 1 said that they went to 
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split a bottle of prosecco, but that Complainant drank most of it because Witness 1 had an early 

E
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incident they did because they were planning on going to the same party. Witness 1 stated that they 
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teammates. She stated that for this reason, they rarely hang
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Witness 2

Witness 2 told the investigators that he is Respondent’s best friend and teammate. Witness 2 
stated that when looking for partners for the beer pong tournament, Respondent saw 
Complainant and Witness 3 and suggested that they approach them because Complainant ”was 
hot” and Witness 3 “looked drunk enough to be a good time.” Witness 2 said that Complainant 
was fine and didn’t appear to be that drunk. He also stated that she made most of the winning 
shots after several rounds of the game so she couldn’t have been too messed up. When asked 
who was filling the cups, he said that he wasn’t sure who did it each round, but he definitely saw 
Complainant fill them on two occasions. After the tournament was over, he helped Witness 3 get 
home and so didn’t see Complainant and Respondent again that night. He also mentioned that 
he and Witness 3 are now dating.

At the hearing, Witness 2 testified that Complainant was fine. He also stated that Respondent 
never filled Complainant’s cup and that Complainant was all over Respondent the entire night.
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Witness 3

Witness 3 was Complainant’s best friend at the time of the incident. They are no longer close and 
Witness 3 is now dating Witness 2. 

Immediately following the alleged incident, Witness 3 told the investigators that Complainant was 
already drunk when she got to the party. She stated that Respondent and Witness 2 asked them to 
play beer pong and they agreed. She stated that the parties seemed to hit it off immediately. She 
stated that they won the tournament and so played at least five rounds and that by the end of the 
game Complainant was the “drunkest she had ever seen her.” Witness 3 stated that Complainant 
was slurring her words, couldn’t stand on her own, and was really loud, which is not like her. Witness 
3 stated that that she was pretty drunk too, but not as bad as Complainant. Witness 3 stated that she 
left the party with Witness 2. 

At the hearing, Witness 3 stated that she may have exaggerated her description of Complainant 
when she spoke to the investigators. She told the decision makers that although Complainant drank 
a lot, she wasn’t that out of it, because she had a high tolerance and drank a lot all the time.G
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